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1. Purpose of this Guide Book 

As per National Employability Report 2016, only 6.48% civil engineering graduates are 

capable of working in core sector that means approximately 93% of civil engineers have 

got the degree but not the knowledge. India Today (July 13, 2016) also reported on the 

same issue that only 7% of engineering graduates are employable.  This figure of 7% is a 

national average in that IITs, NITs and other reputed technical institutions are included 

but if similar type of survey is carried out on any ordinary private engineering college 

then shockingly this figure might reach up to 1%.These days, hundreds of similar media 

reports are available which clearly put a big question mark on the quality of engineering 

graduates of India. 

                                    Of course for this, Indian education system, engineering institutions 

and student community all are collectively responsible but ultimately who is going to 

suffer? There is no doubt that  in a broader sense India’s development will get 

obstructed but at individual level it’s the engineering student who is going to suffer a lot 

in life.  

                 As of now it is very difficult for me to reform the India’s education system  for 

better but being a civil engineer I feel that  it is my duty to aware all the civil engineering 

students and graduates in order to improve the quality of engineers in India. This 

booklet is written with the single objective of guiding civil engineering students in such a 

way that if they follow what is mentioned over here they can become outstanding 

engineers without any much support from government system and engineering colleges. 

                             Further many IIT/NIT graduates are jobless so it can’t be said that there 

is a big role of engineering colleges. It’s the individual who perform, it’s the individual 

who work hard and it’s the individual who dreams. Therefore you have to identify the 

true potential of yours and work hard accordingly to achieve your goals. 

2. Advantage of preparing for competitive exams during B.Tech 

When I suggest the students to prepare for competitive exams such as ESE,GATE, SSC-JE 

etc. during  04 years of  their B.Tech  then they make so many excuses and few of them 

are as under - 

1) Why should I prepare during B.Tech?  It is too early. Exam will be at the end 

of 4th year.  

2) It’s very difficult to manage both college stuffs and preparation of 

competitive examinations. 

3)  My college faculty is not supportive. How can I prepare?  

4) I will attend some coaching in Delhi after B.Tech  and in one year I will crack 

IES/GATE. 
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5)  It is a college time and I should enjoy. 

 

Well, I do not know which one is your excuse but today I will through some light on all these 

excuses. 

Q.1  Why should I prepare during B.Tech?  Exam will be at the end of 4th year.  

Answer- There are so many subjects in engineering and you have to learn all of them one by 

one gradually in 4 years of  B.Tech. These subjects are not that much easy that’s why 

government has kept provision of 04 long number of years for B.Tech otherwise it would 

have kept one or two years for B.Tech. If you wait for final year then you will not be able to 

understand all the subjects in just one year. Remember competition is very high. Only in 

depth understanding of all the subjects can sail you through these highly competitive 

examinations. 

Q.2  It’s very difficult to manage both college stuffs and preparation of competitive 

examinations. 

Answer-It is very genuine question. For this you just have proper planning, time 

management, adopt effective preparation methodology, arrange  good study material and 

get into touch with friends/seniors who are having same goal. This write-up is aimed to 

provide you all these things easily in order to make balance between college stuffs and 

preparations of competitive exams. 

Q.3 How to prepare sir? Our college faculty is not good. 

Answer- Trust me, I have seen many IIT students complaining about their faculty so it is you 

who have to work hard for your future. This guide book is designed in such a way that the 

poor quality of faculty will not affect your preparation. You just read section 11 and 12 of 

this guide book to solve this issue. 

Q.4 I will attend some coaching in Delhi after B.Tech  and in one year I will crack IES/GATE. 

Answer- Engineering is not cakewalk. You can’t master it in just one year. In Delhi in one 

class room 500+ students sit and asking doubts is not allowed so it is difficult to learn over 

there in just one year especially if you are an average or below average student. Secondly, 

coaching institutes do not have laboratory facilities. Without practical it is very difficult to 

learn a subject properly.  In Delhi, I have been teaching since 2012 and realized that only 

those who are from IITs, NITs or those who have studied a lot during college time are only 

able to crack competitive exams in one year with the help of coaching institute and other 

students simply go back home without any job so work hard during college. 
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Q.5 It is college time and I should enjoy? 

Answer- Your enjoyment at this time will spoil your life and life of your family members. 

Delay this enjoyment just for 04 years. You can become class1 gazetted officer of Indian 

government at the age of 21 and in India class 1 officer is like a king. Trust me a King can 

enjoy his life in a better way. Your life will be heaven if you crack IES at the age of 21. 

 In brief it can be said that if you study during B.Tech ,  you can get following benefits-    

1. You can achieve mastery on all the subjects because you have got lot of time and 

laboratory facilities during B.Tech. For better results joining a good coaching is always a 

great idea during college. Do you know how to identify a good coaching institute? 

 2. Coaching institutes complete the whole syllabus in just 4-5 months so in such a short 

period you will not be able to understand all the subjects properly if you join coaching 

institute after B.Tech. So preparation after B.Tech must be avoided. 

3. Preparing in Delhi for 1 year means spending 2-3 lakh rupees money of your parents and 

selection in just one year is not guaranteed. So be cautious! 

4. Selection at the age of 21 or 22 year will take you to the highest post of the department 

that you join and it is possible only when you prepare during B.Tech. 

5. If you have good job just with your B.Tech ,  people will respect you  and your family, you 

will have good status in society, you will be free from any stress, anxiety, pressure. I have 

seen many students going into depression just because they do not have good job after 

becoming engineers from reputed engineering colleges. 

6.Preparing after B.Tech means wasting important time and money. The feeling of 

joblessness after becoming an engineer will put heavy mental pressure on you and lower 

down your self-confidence. Delaying the selection in IES by 2-3 years means losing seniority 

and of course grand salary/perks (approximately 2CR ).Seniority lost is irrecoverable in 

this life time. 
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3. Private sector vs. Government sector for Civil Engineers 

S.No. Element Private Government 

1 Job Security No YES 

2 Status in Society Possible when 
you rise high 

YES 

3 Promotion Performance 
based. Sky is the 
limit for talented 
people 

 Mostly time bound promotion 
irrespective of performance and 
talent 

4 Money Performance 
based 

Fixed not based on performance 

5 After retirement benefits NO YES 

 Note-Those civil engineers who want to excel in private sector, please 

achieve very good communication skill and good command over Building 

materials, SOM,TOS,RCC and Foundation Engineering. You will earn 100 

times more than so called government employees. Good Luck! 

 

4. Various career options in Government sector  

                for Civil Engineering Graduates 
 Indian Engineering Services(IES) conducted by UPSC 

 GATE(PSUs) 

 GATE (M.Tech From IITs) 

 PSUs  through their own exams 

 SSC-JE 

 State Government- Assistant Engineers/Junior Engineers 

Note- If you prepare for IES then you can get selected in all the above examinations without 

any extra preparation. 

5. M.Tech/ PhD from IITs 

Admission in M.Tech can be taken in any IIT with good score in GATE. After M.Tech you can join a 

post of lecturer in some good government college and can pursue PhD from there only and after 

completion of that, you can become assistant professor. On the other hand you can do both M.Tech 

and PhD from IIT and after that you can become assistant professor directly in any good Government 

college like IIT/NIT/State Govt. etc. Teaching is a best profession to serve the nation and at the same 

time you will have sufficient time for your personal life. I always recommend girls to do M.Tech+Phd 

from IITs and to become Professor in IITs/NITs. For more details please see the GATE notification. 

GATE exam is conducted by  some IIT in month of Feb. Every year different IIT conduct the exam so 

please check the website accordingly. 
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6. Right time to start the preparation for competitive exams 
                                        B.Tech 1st year is the right time. YES it is. 

 

7. Things to get done in 1st year of B.Tech/B.E./Diploma 

Learn English Grammar and English Speaking. Try to develop effective communication skills 

during your first year. For an engineer good English is must and for any profession, effective 

communication is the key to success. I know, many of the engineering students have got 

Hindi medium schooling, but what to say? Even I studied in Hindi medium Government 

School of Rajasthan . I agree that language can be learned well in childhood but still it is not 

too late. Please! Please! Please! Learn English anyhow during your first year because from 

2nd year onwards you will be completely busy in your core subjects. That’s enough for 1st 

Year. Enjoy your fresher’s parties and interactions with seniors. Remember interaction with 

seniors is not ragging, take it lightly and build your network.  Also try to play at least one 

game as per your interest. Learning yoga and meditation is best thing in 1st year. I learned 

yoga from Art of Living. http://www.artofliving.org/in-en 

8. What to study in 2nd  year of B.Tech/B.E./Diploma 

Prepare only following subjects during 2nd year as per IES B. Chand’s Method of Self-Study 

1. Building Materials and Concrete Technology(BMC) 

2.  Surveying 

3. Strength of Materials(SOM)  

4. Fluid Mechanics(FM) and Hydraulic Machines 

5. Engineering Mathematics 

 

9. What to study in 3rd  year of B.Tech/B.E./Diploma 

Prepare only following subjects during 3rd year as per IES B. Chand’s Method of Self-Study 

1. Theory of Structures(TOS) 

2. Geotechnical Engineering(Soil Mechanics+ Foundation Engineering) 

3. Environmental Engineering(Drinking water+ Waste Water) 

4. RCC and PSC 

5. Transportation Engineering(Highways+Railways+Airports+Harbours) 
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10. What to study in 4th  year of B.Tech/B.E./Diploma 

Prepare only following subjects during 4th year as per IES B. Chand’s Method of Self-Study 

1. Theory of Steel Structures 

2. Construction planning, management and equipments 

3. Hydrology and Water resource engineering 

4. General Studies notes 

 

11. Sources of free Digital study material 
 Detailed Hand written coaching notes(all subjects) for IES/Gate available at Facebook 

group of Engineers Pride-    https://www.facebook.com/CHANDBIRDHI/ 

 For all Technical subjects of civil engineering IITs have made Video lectures/Text 

lectures and uploaded on http://nptel.ac.in/ . These videos lectures/text lectures are 

free and can be downloaded by anybody in India. You can also buy the DVDs of all 

these video lectures from this website at nominal prices. 

 SSC-JE last 15 years papers are available at- 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/somATengineerspride/ 

 For free e books of various reputed authors- 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/somATengineerspride/ 

 Soon  IES and GATE old papers with detailed solutions will be available at- 

http://engineerspride.org/ 

 For any technical query- https://www.facebook.com/CHANDBIRDHI/ 

 For IES notification and Old papers- http://www.upsc.gov.in/ 

 For SSC JE notification- http://ssc.nic.in/ 

 For Government job vacancies visit following websites -

http://www.indgovtjobs.in/2015/10/Government-Jobs.html, 

https://www.fresherslive.com/govt-jobs, 

https://www.freshersworld.com/jobs/category/govt-sector-job-vacancies, 

https://www.sarkarinaukri2all.in/latest-government-jobs/, 

 

12. Effective methodology of preparing an Engineering Subject for 

IES/GATE/SSC-JE by Self Study (IES B.Chand’s Method) 

This is the most important section of this guidebook. To secure top rank in any exam you 

have to be master at all the subjects of civil engineering and for that you have to read the 

subject with the help of very good study material and well qualified/experienced teaching 

experts. 

http://www.engineerspride.org/
https://www.facebook.com/CHANDBIRDHI/
http://nptel.ac.in/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/somATengineerspride/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/somATengineerspride/
http://engineerspride.org/
https://www.facebook.com/CHANDBIRDHI/
http://www.upsc.gov.in/
http://ssc.nic.in/
http://www.indgovtjobs.in/2015/10/Government-Jobs.html
https://www.fresherslive.com/govt-jobs
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 Before starting any new subject (for example Design of Steel Structures) with self- study  

please arrange following material- 

1. Some good text book of this subject (see the list of all the good books for each 

subject at www.engineerspride.com  and buy from market) 

2. Hand written notes of good coaching(link already provided) 

3. College class notes(Its very important if you are a college student) 

4. NPTEL video lectures 

5. NPTEL text lectures 

6. At-least 25 years old papers of IES/GATE/SSC-JE  

7. Have good physical and mental health 

8. Have good friends who can help you 

9. Maintain good relation with college faculty 

10. Join Engineers Pride Facebook group for technical queries 

11. Keep positive attitude and think that you will succeed in all exams in future 

12. Purchase one big 500 pages note book and one small 100 pages note book 

13. Download UPSC Engineering Services syllabus 

Note- Here I am assuming that from tomorrow in your college this subject (example-

Design of Steel Structures) will be taught by some  faculty 

After arranging above materials adopt the following steps 

Step1- First of all take the bigger note book (500 pages) and write-down the syllabus of that 

subject as per UPSC notification on the initial pages and keep it at room. 

Step2- Make some another (rough) note book of few pages and write down college class 

lecture notes. Try to clear all your doubts in the class room as much as possible. 

Step-3  By the time  the 1st chapter is completed in your college, you might have learned 

something but it is not sufficient for UPSC ESE/GATE so therefore you have to do some self -

study at your room to understand this very 1st chapter of this subject(Example-Design of 

Steel Structures/DSS). Read this chapter from text book that you have already purchased. In 

case not getting the feel  I mean not getting understood the concepts, please read 

coaching notes (downloaded from Engineers Pride FB group), still not getting? Read NPTEL 

text lectures, still any doubt?  Watch NPTEL video lectures of this very 1st chapter of DSS. I 

am sure if you put this much effort with due sincerity and honesty nobody can stop you to 

get the actual feel  of this 1st chapter of DSS. After getting complete understanding of this 

chapter write down detailed notes in your bigger note book (500 Pages). Doing this much is 

not enough, remember you are getting ready for a war, for a biggest exam of civil engineers 

in India i.e. UPSC ESE. After making your own hand written notes of this chapter please solve 

the last 25 years question papers (both objective and conventional) of ESE/GATE/SSC-JE 

examinations. 

http://www.engineerspride.org/
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              Trust me, it does not matter how well you have prepared your 1st chapter of DSS, 

you will not be able to solve all the questions of UPSC ESE , you might face problems in 

approximately 10% questions then for these remaining questions please read something 

extra with the help of Internet and update your notes accordingly. Now your 1st chapter of 

DSS is over. 

Similarly complete all the remaining chapters, write down detailed notes in that bigger 

notebook and solve old papers. Keep safely this 500 pages booklet ( in that you have written 

your own detailed notes of DSS) for future use. 

Wait !  wait! It is not over. Remember you have also purchased one small note book (100 

pages).What will you do with that? Please write down short notes for frequent revision in 

this small note book. In future you will not get a complete semester to revise this subject, 

you should be able to revise this subject in one single day as and when required  therefore  

make short notes covering the full syllabus within 10-15% pages of detailed notes. Please 

keep both the booklets safely , first one that is of 500 pages and contains detailed notes 

written by you  and second one that is of 100 pages containing short notes for quick revision 

purpose(You can through-out the college class notes now ) In this way you have to 

prepare all the civil engineering subjects during your B.Tech with self-study only. 

13.Need/Importance of a good Coaching Institute 

The strategy for self -study that I have discussed above is effective and result oriented but it 

requires lot of hard work, enthusiasm, sincerity and patience. On the other hand it is the 

nature of human beings to look for easier options. Well, coaching institute is that easier 

option for you because here everything is provided ready -made. After joining some good 

coaching institute you will not have to purchase any study material from market/internet, 

you do not have to study so many books and notes, no need of watching long video lectures, 

internet searching is not required, ultimately you can save lot of important time and can 

utilize this saved time in practising more questions and can get better command over the 

subject. Caution!! While joining coaching institute remember one important thing that the 

coaching institute should be really very good otherwise you may not get what you deserve 

and may become hopeless because it is quite obvious that after using the last life line 

(coaching institute) if somebody does not get the result he/she may   go into 

depression/hopelessness therefore choose the coaching institute carefully. As per my 

experience, as I have been in this industry since 2012, 99% of the coaching institutes are 

fraud, their ultimate target is taking benefit of your helplessness as your college faculty 

could not teach you well.  Do not worry! Just read the next section to know about the 

necessary features of a good coaching institute. 
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14. How to identify whether a coaching institute is good or not? 

This is also important section of this guidebook especially for those who want to join some 

coaching institute along with their college or after the degree. I have been teaching, guiding 

and motivating young engineers of India since 2012 especially in Delhi and gained 

experience of teaching with smallest to biggest institute so far. In this period of four and half 

year I learned that coaching play very crucial role for selection in various examinations 

because competition is increasing exponentially. Of course intelligent students can crack 

ESE/GATE without coaching also but if they also attend some coaching institute then top 

rank is assured to them. Most importantly for average and below average students coaching 

institute is must. When your competitors are attending a good coaching then you should 

also attend good coaching otherwise it will be very difficult for you to compete with them. 

Following are the some of the important features of a good coaching institute- 

I. Faculty should be well qualified and experienced 

II. Lecture duration for each subject should be adequate  

III. Class room strength room be limited  

IV. Syllabus must be completed as per standard syllabus of UPSC ESE and GATE 

V. All the previous 25 year questions should be solved in the classroom 

VI. Syllabus should be completed well before exam so that revision can be done 

properly 

VII. Weekly test series is must  

VIII. Fee should be affordable by everybody and 100% scholarship should be given 

to needy ones 

Interestingly every single institute will claim to provide all these above mentioned facilities 

but in reality there is not a single institute that provides all the above features. If you find 

any such institute please let me know because in that case I will shut down my own Institute 

and I will start teaching over there, I always support honest and genuine people. 

Frankly speaking in the market broadly two types of coaching institutes exist-  bigger ones 

and  smaller ones. 

                        Bigger ones are working at national level, they have got branches in many 

cities of India, they hire IIM graduates for marketing and publicity, manage the business 

from Delhi, they claim 50% to 70% selection out of total in all the exams every year, they 

charge very high fee, most of engineering students want to join these coaching institutes, 

infect many engineering students do not study during college and wait to join these 

coaching institutes after degree. Now listen the inside story,  there is no doubt they have 

got good faculty but what is the use of that good faculty when class room strength is 500+ 

and students are not allowed to ask their doubts.  
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               Average and below average student are not able to build basic concepts in such an 

environment. Even though these institutes keep separate classes for doubt clearance after 

few weeks and in that  class some other low paid faculty comes, these things make the 

doubt clearance classes useless because by that time students have forgotten the theory 

part, since faculty is now different so the way of explaining things is different, ultimately it 

can be said that  these big coaching institutes curtail the standard duration of lectures by  

making the excuse of keeping special doubt classes by some other low paid faculty.  

Ultimately these things are spoiling the career of average or below average students. If I talk 

about more regarding these institutes they are having approximately 20-30 batches of 

IES/GATE across the country for each branch and in each batch 500+ students sit. Just 

imagine, if from each batch of 500+ ,   2-3 students get selected then total selection will be 

somewhere near to 100 and some more results are purchased with the help of money so 

ultimately in the market they will show 125 selection from their class room coaching 

program or  in other words 50% of total selection and  trust me it is enough for them to 

attract new students across the country.  

Believe me in every batch of 500 students there are always few intelligent students so their 

selection is not dependent on the quality teaching of faculty, they just need some direction 

and make it possible to the final list with their own talent. 

Since these coaching institutes are not worried about the selection of students because as I 

have already explained that in every big batch of 500+ students few are very intelligent, so 

these students will get selected  no matters how worst is the faculty or institute. It is quite 

obvious when you do not have pressure of giving result why would you work hard? These 

coaching institutes run new batches every week and finishes all the subjects in shortest 

possible time. Don’t  solve old question papers in classroom. They charge very high fee. Yes I 

agree they have good test series but that can be availed online also without admission in 

class room program. 

In the last I can conclude that these big coaching institutes are beneficial only for very 

intelligent students who do not need much help from faculty. If you are an average or below 

average then do not even think to join these coaching institutes. Do not take your decision 

just by looking at advertisement and fake results. 

 

                                   Now I will talk about small coaching institutes, good things first- they 

have small batch size which is good for average or below average  students to have one to 

one interaction with faculty, also fee is relatively low, but the bad thing is that they do not 

have good faculty because when batch size is small then they can’t afford good faculty, they 

also finishes the syllabus in shortest possible time, they also do not have good test series  so 
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ultimately I can conclude that these small coaching institutes are good neither for intelligent 

students nor for average/below average students. 

 

If you do not have any faith on my opinion then please see the GATE2016 report of civil 

engineering stream. 1,18,000 students appeared and only 900 students(0.8%) scored more 

than 50 marks out of 100. How is that possible? When so many coaching institutes are 

there, all are claiming to be the best, and only 900 students are scoring 50+ marks. Also 

remember in this list of 900 many IIT and NIT students are also included who appeared with 

self –study. So choose the coaching institute carefully because most of them are fraud. I 

have been in this industry so I got to know all these things and now stopped teaching in all 

these so called best coaching institutes and ultimately decided to start my own Institute 

“ENGINEERS PRIDE”  containing all the 8 above listed features with due honesty  and feeling 

of welfare of student community. 

Note- To judge the quality of coaching institute, take demo classes for each subject, do 

not give them all your money in one go otherwise they will make you helpless. After 

attending demo class solve old papers and observe what they have taught you. 

 

 

15. Importance of Test series and Mock Test 

It is must for all the students. It will help you to score very high in final exam but 

remember one thing before writing any test please, complete your syllabus and write 

the test with full preparation otherwise there is no point in attending test series. 

16. Cut-off analysis for ESE/GATE/SSC JE 

ESE-  It is little higher than 50% for final selection. Try to score at-least 60% for choice 

posting and seniority benefits.  

GATE- 70% enough for PSU and 50% enough to get M.Tech seat in IITs 

SSC-JE- 50% enough for selection but score 60% for choice posting and seniority benefits 

Note- For year/category wise cut-off analysis  search on net.Data is large.Cant be put 

here. 

17. Importance of rank in ESE/GATE/SSC-JE  examinations 

ESE- Higher rank means you will get IRSE (Indian railways service of engineers)-highly 

prestigious and powerful post for a civil engineer in India. Further if you have very good rank 
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among all IRSE officers then you will get posting in your home town and will get promotion 

very fast as compared to your batch mates. Remember in Railways zone allotment is 

decided completely on the basis of  UPSC rank. If you have low rank, be ready to spend your 

rest of life in the Jungles of Nagaland or Arunachal Pradesh  

GATE-  High rank means job in Maharatna PSUs and M.Tech admission in any IIT of your 

choice with desired stream. 

SSC-JE-  Higher rank means good department like CPWD, desired place of posting and 

seniority benefits. Remember there is no point in working at 2000km away from your family 

and parents for just 30k salary job. Think over it, secure good rank. 

18. Importance of good physical and Mental Health 

All the successful people on earth have got very good health so if you want to become 

successful just get the good health. Yes it is fact and infect it is the only health which allows 

you to work hard and work more and take you to the success. Without good health no one 

can succeed in life. Most of the students do not focus on this part and indirectly losing so 

many opportunities in their life. 

 Many students complain me about having very low concentration ,weak memory, not 

feeling studying, low confidence level, depression, stress etc. and trust me all these signs 

indicates the poor physical and mental health. I will suggest you do to Yoga, Pranayama and 

meditation on daily basis. Spending one hour a day will make you 10 times more efficient so 

this investment is highly beneficial. As per my personal experience Art of Living (AOL) 

teaches very good yoga, pranayama and meditation techniques. I am sharing the link here -

http://www.artofliving.org/in-en  

19. Some important Questions and Answers  

Q.1  I am a student of an ordinary private engineering college and average in studies. I am 

not confident about IES. Can I join SSC –JE batch in some coaching  institute? Or should I 

go for IES batch? 

Answer By IES B. Chand-   First thing in India there are very limited seats in Government 

Colleges so most of the students have to join private engineering colleges therefore being a 

student of private engineering does not mean that you are not capable. Secondly selection 

in IES means you must be hardworking with little bit of intelligence therefore never ever 

underestimate yourself. At-least from your side give your 100% and join IES batch. In the 

worst case your will secure top rank in SSC-JE if not selected in IES. Many people these days 

attracting students to prepare for SSC-JE  only and I believe this is not good because 

everybody in his/her life time should try for the best at least once. So do not join SSC-JE 

batch .Just Join IES batch only. 

http://www.engineerspride.org/
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Q.2  I am very weak in English. Will I get selected in IES? 

Answer By IES B.Chand-   Yes , you will be  selected. Language is not the parameter of 

becoming an IES officer. 

Q.3 Should I go to Delhi after B.Tech  or  should I prepare during B.Tech only with the help 

of some local coaching institute? 

Answer by IES B.Chand- In Delhi Coaching centres will finish your whole course in just 04 

months, you may not learn enough there in just 04 months so it is better to learn gradually 

during 04 years of B.Tech with the help of some good local coaching institute and self-study 

that I have discussed above.  

Q.4 What is the right to Join coaching institute for IES? 

Answer by IES B.Chand-  From 2017 onwards ESE prelims is conducted in January  and GATE 

is conducted in February so new batches start in the month of February after GATE exam. 

Best time is 4th semester because your coaching will be finished in 4th and 5th semester and 

during 6th and 7th semester you can revise the syllabus and practise old questions without 

any hurry. Joining coaching institute in 6th semester is also ok but your time management 

should be good because in one year you have to finish both the syllabus and last 25 years 

old papers. Therefore it might be little stress taking task. In the last, you can join coaching 

institute in 8th semester also but now you have to drop one year. 

20. Introduction to Engineers Pride 

                 In last 4-5 years, I have realized that there is not a single coaching which is fulfilling all 

the requirements of needy students. Off-course intelligent students will always get selected 

irrespective of coaching’s quality. Many students requested me during last few years to run my 

own institute so that I can teach without any  such limitations as mentioned in above sections. I 

never wanted to enter in this business industry but now I have decided to help these students 

with a single objective of welfare towards student community.  

                     My coaching institutes will fulfil all the requirements of every type of student from 2017 

onwards. My purpose is just to provide you a very good platform on that you guys can learn and pass 

the IES/GATE/SSC-JE exams very easily with minimum fee and  time. As I have already discussed that 

currently in the market thousands of coaching institutes are there with a single objective of profit 

making. They simply attract students on the basis of fake selections and high level marketing tactics. 

I request you to ask any coaching institutes about the number of students taught by them in a 

particular year and selection achieved in that year. You will be surprised that out of 100 students 

only 1 or even less student are finally getting selected. But no coaching institutes will give you details 

in this matter but Engineers Pride will publish these details from next year onwards because 

Engineers Pride is bound to get 100% success rate and working on the foundation of honesty. 

So guys just to improve the quality of Indian engineers, I am going to start a genuine platform for 

you. The main features of ENGINEER’S PRIDE are as under- 
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 Any students can take admission in any individual subject after attending 10-15 hours of 

demo lectures free of cost ,no need of taking admission in all the courses in one go. I am 

keeping this provision so that new students can have an idea about the quality teaching of 

Engineer’s Pride. This facility is not available in other institute because they do not have 

confidence on their teaching quality. 

 Class room strength will be very limited.(Only 100 students in IES/GATE batch) It is highly 

advantageous for average/below average students. Teacher- student interaction will be very 

much effective. I have adopted the IIT Guwahati classroom methodology for Engineers 

Pride. 

 Unlimited teaching hours. I guarantee you, there is not a single Institute in India, that is 

offering unlimited teaching hours with such a minimum fee. 

 I have teaching experience of around 4.5 years (My first class was on 4th Nov 2012 at Delhi, 

SOM for Mechanical Engineers, name of institute can’t be mentioned here due to obvious 

reasons). Also I am an IES at present and B.Tech from IIT Guwahati so you can have 

comparatively more faith on me. So the quality teaching is assured for you at Engineer’s 

Pride. 

 Syllabus will be covered as per standard UPSC ESE/GATE/SSC-JE examinations.  

 The whole syllabus will be completed at-least 03 months before the exam so that you can 

revise the syllabus properly and can build the concepts strongly with test series. 

 Standard tests will be conducted fortnightly/weekly for both objective and subjective 

questions. 

 Scholarship available for meritorious and financially backward students so  financial 

conditions will not be obstacle to you at Engineer’s Pride. 

 Free Personality development classes which are focused on communication skills and stress 

management.  

 Any new feature can be added on the demand of students as the prime objective of the 

Engineer’s Pride is welfare of student community. 

 Those who get selected in IES , will get full fee returned on the day of result so you can say 

that Engineers Pride is totally free for hardworking students. 

 Most importantly, you will not find much publicity of Engineer’s Pride, because I always try 

to invest money of the students in improving the class room infrastructures such as 

ACs/Projectors/Digital notebooks/3D presentations/video lectures /Fields 

experiments/advanced Laboratory instruments. So please spread this write-up to maximum 

people so that your money should not be wasted in publicity. 

 In nut-shell, it can be said that after attending classes at Engineer’s Pride, every Engineer will 

have a proud feeling of being an engineer.  

 For fee structures and class schedule kindly visit at- www.engineerspride.org  

https://www.facebook.com/CHANDBIRDHI/?ref=bookmarks Whatsapp:9660807149 
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ENGINEER’S PRIDE 

       (A premier institute for IES, GATE and SSC-JE  in Jaipur) 

Director/Chief Faculty- B. Chand 

I.E.S.(Railways), B.Tech (IIT Guwahati) 

Hello everyone! It’s very important message for the students of civil engineering who are preparing for 

IES/GATE/SSC-JE examinations. I have been teaching and guiding civil engineering students since 2012 for the 

IES, GATE and SSC-JE exams in Delhi and in last 4.5 years I realized that most of the coaching institutes either 

don’t have well qualified faculty or their class room strength is very high (500 +).Faculties are paid on per hour 

basis so coaching always tries to cut down the number of teaching hours. Due to these problems average and 

below average students don’t get selected in these exam in spite of spending  lot of money and time. 

                  Therefore to help all the civil engineering students, I have started my own institute (Engineer’s 

Pride) in Jaipur. Some of the salient features of Engineers Pride are as under- 

1. Free 3-4 demo classes for each subject(Other coaching institutes will take your complete money 

in advance and make you helpless) 

2. Well qualified and Experienced faculty 

3. Unlimited teaching hours 

4. Last 25 years ESE/GATE/SSC-JE paper solving classes 

5. Special class for weak students 

6. Weekly class test and solutions 

7. Free English and Yoga classes by Experts because IES B.Chand believes that good health is key to 

success 

 

Subject-wise fee for IES/GATE (Note-for SSC_JE its Half) 

Subject Fee Subject Fee Subject Fee 

1.SOM 5000/- 5.BMC 4000/- 9.TRANSPO 5000/- 

2.TOS 5000/- 6.PERT/CPM 4000/- 10.SOIL 5000/- 

3.RCC&PSC 5000/- 7.FM&HMT 5000/- 11.SURVEY 4000/- 

4.DSS 5000/- 8.ENVIRO 5000/- 12.HYDROLOGY 4000/- 

13.Mathematics 4000/- 14.GS and Apti 5000/- 15.English/Yoga Free* 

Note- If you take admission in all subjects at once then Total Fee for IES/GATE is 40,000/- only and for SSC-JE 
20,000/- only 

 Class Room Centres- 1.Pratap Nagar  2.Kukas 
 Class Timing- 4PM-8PM on weekdays and 8AM to 6PM on weekends 
 Batch starts on 15TH FEB, 22TH FEB AND 1ST MARCH 2017. 
 Register online before attending demo classes and deposit fee after complete satisfaction  
 Contact-  www.engineerspride.org       Phone/whatsapp-9660807149  

 

Note- Those who get selected in UPSC ESE 2018 will get back their complete fee  returned on the day of 
result. Engineers Pride is totally free for hardworking students. 
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